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ABSTRACT. Breast Cancer is among the most common cancer in women. Breast Cancer’s
aggressiveness truly depends on the age of patient, status of lymph node and size of the tumor.
Prognosis may the unfavorable if the age of woman is under 35. Breast cancer, usually, is diagnosed
when it is in the advance stage. Looking at all the aspects, this paper analyzes and identifies the
socio-economic, psychological and biological implications for the breast cancer in women. In order
to meet the objective, the paper applies the qualitative approach and reads all the available literature
to find the answers. The results of surveying all the available literature depicts that detection of this
cancer at earliest stages is in the benefit of the patient. This benefit is not in case of medical/bio
reasons only but also for socio-economic and psychological perspectives. This paper further finds
that if the cancer diagnosed in the earliest stages, it not only shorten the hospitalized period but also
save a handsome amount of treatment, give satisfactory psychological comforts and a very good life
prognosis that results into a rapid familial and social reintegration.
1. INTRODUCTION
In most of the countries, the common cancer is the breast cancer. For instance, if we look at
the European females, the main causes of deaths by cancers are due to breast cancer (Ferlay et al.,
2013). Moreover, in Europe in year 2012, 463.8 females out of 0.1 million were suffering from
breast cancer, meanwhile the mortality was about 131.2 out of 0.1 million (Ferlay et al., 2013).
Biological aggressiveness of the breast cancer depends on many factors, mainly because of age
factor. The studies result in better prognosis in ladies who are over 45 years of age, while very
unfavorable in the ladies with the age less than 35 years (Aebi et al., 2000). The other important
biological factor is the size of tumor. If the tumor is bigger than 2 centimeters, it can leads towards
the high risk (Goldrisch et al., 2005). Generally, women diagnose with the breast cancer in the
advance stage. If the cancer is detected in the early stages, it can help the patient for the successful
surgery with a reduced duration of stay at hospital while a minute adjuvant therapy connected with
the periodical outpatient follow-up.
If we look at the psychological factors, if the breast cancer is identified at the early stages, it
can give the patient, great psychological comfort and patient can enjoy a rapid family and social
insertion. Contrarily, if the cancer is detected at the later stages, adjuvant and neo adjuvant therapy,
mammary reconstructions and amputee surgical interventions can leads towards poor life prognosis
and other psychological disability factors like lymphedema. Moreover, expensive and aggressive
treatments will not allow the patient to labor for the longer time and most probably can lead the
patient to go towards the retirement. Consequently, it will decrease the income of the patient that
will bring the other socio-economic issues for the patient. Linked with the aspects, a study was
conducted on 287 breast cancer patients. It shows that indirect income like lost income and direct
cost that is incurred on the health services and other health related expenditures are 80% more in
women that are less than 50 years of their age as compared to the ones that are older than 50 years
of age (Gordon et al., 2007). It can be directed that if the breast cancer is detected at the advanced
stages, it not only create the physical distress along with the poor life prognosis and also an
increased economic and psychological burdens. If the young women are taken into consideration,
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such issues would have disastrous impact considering their relationship with their society and
family. Therefore, this paper will identify the biopsychosocial implications for breast cancer.
2. Literature Review
Breast cancer is one of the leading reasons of death among the women (Norman & Brain
2005). Breast cancer can be defined as the growth of malignant cells within the breast tissue.
Specifically, it can be occurred due to the results of different tissues under the sway of estrogen
infringing and multiplying other tissues, ultimately spreading to the other parts of the body (Boaz
2002).
Breast cancer is precieved as the cruel, chaotic and evil invasion in the body that must be removed
(Bahar 2003).
2.1. The Incidence of Breast Cancer
In every year the prey of the breast cancer is mostly the ladies with age between 35 to 70
years (Boaz 2002) but it can also affect the younger women. In Australia, breast cancer was the
most common cancer (MacDonald et al., 2005). In 2004, 16% of death due to cancer was because
of breast cancer, over 100 men and 11,500 women are being diagnosed with the cancer and nearly
2600 death are due to the breast cancer each year (Breast Cancer Network Australia, 2004) and it
accounts for nearly 2,600 deaths annually (National Breast Cancer Foundation, 2005). The overall
world statistics shows that 1 lady out of 11 has threat to develop breast cancer in their lives
(Women's Health Queensland Wide, 1999a). Some studies also report that young ladies are less
likely to have the breast cancer as compare to the older ones. A report shows that out of 10,592
registered cases of breast cancer, only there 684 cases of the women that have the age less than
forty years (National Breast Cancer Centre 2004). Therefore, from this we can assume that women
in their thirties and twenties are negligible (Umeh & Rogan-Gibson, 2001). But in younger ladies,
breast cancer is more aggressive and advanced as compared to the older ladies (Brennan et al.
2005). Young women having breast cancer have the mortality rate of 72.4% (National Breast
Cancer Centre 2004). These results have been found in all other researches related to breast cancer
(National Breast Cancer Centre, 2005).
2.2. Society’s response to breast cancer:
Because of high mortality and incidence linked with the breast cancer, it is very significant
health issues now-a-days (Brewster & Davidson 2001). The researcher suggests the breast cancer
awareness programs to activate and educate the society against the evils of breast cancer. Moreover,
scholars noted that self awareness and media awareness campaigns proved to be very effective in
raising the awareness of public against the breast cancer. Events such as Breast Cancer day, pink
ribbon day and new fashion showing the breast cancer clothing are playing an effective role in
educating and spreading public awareness (Chapman et al. 2005). Most of the authors concluded
that awareness against the breast cancer was improved (Chan et al., 2007). Chan et al. (2007) found
that health van that provided the citizen with the video of breast cancer really improved the
awareness. Another research conducted by Jibaja (2000) testified that breast cancer awareness
among the women really helped to spread knowledge among the women. Moreover, Howell et al.,
(2002) focused on increased awareness among college and university students. They measured the
increase of awareness in college and university women and compared it with different types of
media. The scholars found that students prefer the lectures. Secondly, they found the video to be the
most effective followed by the brochures. The scholars, further, found that university women
favored the lecture CDs as they allow them to choose and listen to the topic in which they are
interested in. The identifications of Howell et al. (2002) are as under
 Include website or phone numbers on material
 Include diverse ethnicity
 Include materials at a variety of places on campus
 Use non-scientific terms
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 Combination of tools more effective
 Education tools should be free of charge
 Portray real women whom they can identify with
All of these mentioned tools were noted to be important to increase awareness; anyhow, different
students preferred different types of media over each other.
2.3. Literature regarding Size of the tumor in breast cancer
As far as the size of the tumor is concerned, eight studies that include Gajdos et al. (2000), Colleoni
et al. (2002), Zabicki et al. (2006), Maurice et al. (2006), Fernandopulle et al. (2006) and
Bouchardy et al. (2007) are discussed. The studies concluded that younger women tends to have the
larger tumor as compared to the ones with older age.
Three of the six documents that make conclusions regarding size of tumours and age reported
younger women tended to have larger tumours (Gajdos et al., 2000; Colleoni et al., 2002; Zabicki et
al., 2006). Zabicki et al. (2006) noted that tumor size among all the women has decreased over the
time that may result into the early detection. Anyhow, all of them like Maurice et al. (2006) and
Fernandopulle et al. (2006) confirm that younger women have larger tumors. In addition, the
researchers agreed that young women are mostly affected by the aggressive types of breast cancers
(Gajdos et al.,2000, Colleoni et al.,2002, Zabicki et al.,2006, Maurice et al.,2006, Fernandopulle et
al.,2006 and Bouchardy et al.,2007)
One research found that 72% women were detected with breast cancer during their own self
examination (Bouchardy et al., 2007). They further points out that 9% were detected with breast
cancer during screening while the other 20% are diagnosed with breast cancer during the symptoms
other than breast cancer.
2.4. Literature of Breast Cancer in Younger Women
An immense literature is available on breast cancer in younger women. The literature gives the
detailed note on the statistics regarding young women and breast cancer. For example, the SEER
report published by United States national Cancer institute in 2007 gives the detailed date of breast
cancer patients from 1975 till 2000. They noted that breast cancer among the women aged between
15 to 29 has immensely increased over the passage of time (National Cancer Institute, 2007).
Moreover, cases among young adult females and adolescent are also being continuously increased.
2.5. Suggestion of Treatment
The study by Trussler (2007) asserts that information regarding breast cancer could be improved as
he suggest to focus on specific age groups and education must be focusing on symptoms and signs
of cancer and give them guidance over the options of risk reduction. He further recommends that
health care facilitators and doctors must focus on supportive and knowledge based practices of
breast cancer.
3. METHODOLOGY FOR THE PAPER
This section introduces methodology adopted for the study. It describes and justifies use of
specific research design and methods employed for the study. Khan (2008) stated that research
design is course of entire research process in systematic way. Creswell (2014) maintained that
research design shows specific directions for the whole research process. Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie (2004) emphasized that research method should be adopted according to nature of
research question under study; it increases the possibilities of getting more useful answers. Research
Objective (RO) of the current paper is to find the biopsychosocial implications related to the breast
cancer in women, therefore, it will be a qualitative research. Morse (1991) stated that researcher
adopts qualitative enquiry mode when there is need to explore and describe a phenomenon. Besides,
it is qualitative approach is also adopted when given quantitative approach do not suit to study the
phenomenon. Moreover, Neuman (2003) stated that when there is little or nothing known about a
research question (s), then exploratory research method is undertaken in which researcher intends to
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make new investigation or there is little knowledge available about any question. Therefore, the
current study would be exploratory in nature and the study will find the biopsychosoical factors
related to the breast cancer. The present paper adopted a system search for the literature available
on the biopsychosoical factors related to the breast cancer.
4. FINDINGS
Greer et al.1979 is the first psychological and biological assessment of the breast cancer. The
researchers assess these factors in breast cancer patients for three and twelve months respectively
and then annually collected date from the patients for consecutive four years. All the pateients were
conducted with the psychological tests and also interviewed. For the analysis of bio and psycho
factors, they designed a social adjustment scale like work record, interpersonal relationship, sexual
relations and marital status etc. Moreover, the measured the depression in breast cancer patients by
already devised scale by Hamilton, while they checked the hostility by following the questionnaire
of hostility designed by Caine and Foulds. In addition, neuroticism and extraversion were calculated
by eysnack personality inventory that is called as EPI. For the follow-up examinations, rating of
depression and social adjustement were followed systematically and patient’s biopsychosocial
responses to breast cancer were assessed. The biopsychosocial responses such as hopelessness,
helplessness, stoic acceptance, fighting spirit, denial, neuroticism, extroversion, work record,
interpersonal relationship, sexual adjustment, psychological stress, depressive illness, hostility,
depression, response to stressful events, anger, delay in advice seeking, social class and first
response after discovering the breast cancer were assessed. The study found that after the five year
of follow-up that 49% among the selected patients were alive and doing well without any signs of
recurrence while 24% patients were living with metastases but 27% were died because of this
disease and only two patients were died of other disorders. The main finding of the research is that
of the patient reacts against the cancer with fighting spirit or denial, recurrence free survival could
be seen in them very well. Meanwhile, the patients who behaved with the psycho and social
disorders such as hopelessness, stoic acceptance and helplessness suffered from the death.
The second study about the biopsychosocial factors related to breast cancer was conducted by
Marshall et al. (1983). During the mentioned study, every patient was inquired about the traumatic
actions and events five (5) years before the recognition of different symptoms such as
unemployment, divorces, illnesses and death. Apart from that psychological questionnaire,
questions related to social involvement such as participation in non-religious and religious activities
and marital status etc. Women who were died of breast cancer were included in the study. The
variable related to psychology and stress included divorces, unemployment, divorces, illnesses and
deaths while social involvement included organization membership, acquaintances, relatives and
marital status etc. The outcome of the research concluded that all the patients were died. It
concluded that Mean of survival of women <46 years in lower and higher stress quartile: 75.8
months and 50.8 months, respectively. Mean of survival of women 45 to 60 years in lower and
higher stress quartile: 54 months and 39.2 months, respectively. Mean of survival of women >61
years in lower and higher stress quartile: 53.4 months and 54.9 months, respectively. The finding
concluded that among all the biopsychosocial characteristics, only predictor of survival against
breast cancer is the stage of breast cancer. Moreover, the only significant indicator is social
involvement but that is relevant to the patient with the young age only.
The third important study related to biopsychosocial factors related to breast cancer was
conducted by Kroenke et al. (2006). Specifically they looked at the social factors related to the
breast cancer. Social networks were assessed in 1992, 1996, and 2000 with the Berkman-Syme
Social Networks Index (SNI). Social support was assessed in 1992 and 2000 as the presence and
availability of confidant. Socialemotional support was assessed in 1992 and 2000 as the presence
and availability of a confidant. The factors included social networks such as membership in church
and other non-religious organizations and marital status etc. while emotional and support factors
included the availability and presence of the confidant and number of communications with
him/her. They found that 107 out of 224 deaths accrue to the year 2004. The pre-diagnostic
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analysis of survival and social networks showed that women who were isolated socially, they had
the fear of risk of mortality, 66% more than others. Apart from that they have two (2) fold increased
risk of mortality due to breast cancer as compared to the ones who were socially integrated.
Moreover, it was found that women without the children and close relatives had more threat to
mortality due to breast cancer and even all cause mortality after the diagnosis if we compare with
the ones having strong social bond. Contrarily, participation in community and religious activates
was not found to be associated with the survival against breast cancer. The results regarding the
post-diagnostic analysis if survival and social networks showed that the less social networks after
diagnosis were not totally associated with the survival. But participation in community activities in
post-diagnosis examination proved that there appeared to be the low risk of mortality, while, the
extent and presence of contact with the confidant found to have no association with the survival
against the breast cancer.
The next study is done by Lehto et al. (2006) who have interviewed the patients on the bases
of questionnaire called as the WOC i.e. Ways of Coping questionnaire, Life experience survey,
Anger expression scale, depression scale and symptoms checklist. They used the factors such as
anger expression, emotional expression, perceived available social support, and quality of life after
the diagnosis of breast cancer, anger expression and non-cancer life stresses. They measured the
survival of breast cancer patients from the day, the patients were diagnosed with the breast cancer
up till the date of their death or last follow-up interview. Up till the last data collection, 19.8% of
the patients were died while rest of them had relapsed. They found that behavioral escape avoidance
and emotional defensiveness found to be significantly linked with the short survival. As far as the
multivariate analysis is concerned, distance coping is linked with the longer survival while high
level of perceived support, behavior escaping avoidance coping were found to be linked with the
shorter survival. While, depressive symptoms were found to be decreasing the survival chances and
high perceived support proved to predict a shorter life.
Osborne et al. (2005) conducted the research on the very main social factor that is marital
status and breast cancer. Data were from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
tumor registries, merged with Medicare data for the years 1991 through 1995. From the SEER
program, information regarding tumor
location, size, axillaries node status, American Joint Committee on Cancer Stage (AJCC),
estrogen receptor status, demographic characteristics (age, sex, race, and marital status), and types
of treatment provided within 4 months after the date of diagnosis was obtained. The data from the
Medicare program used in the study were the Medicare Provider Analysis Review File, the Hospital
Outpatient Standard Analytic file, and the 100% physician/supplier file. Information available
through 1998 allowed for 3 years follow-up. The study found that unmarried women had the more
risk of mortality from the breast cancer as compared to the ones with marriage and children.
In align with the above mentioned study, Weihs et al. (2005) find the psychosocial issued
related to the breast cancer patients. They used the factor to be investigated as the no. of friends and
relatives support to the patient and frequency of contacting them. This contact of the patients and
their relatives and friends were examined for the 1.6 year after the diagnosis of breast cancer in the
women. All the available women of stage 2 and stage 3 were contacted. At the time of enrollment,
from 1991 until 1993, the patients were examined for disease and support severity using
Nottingham Prognostic Index (NPI) and afterwards monitoring was done until the December,
2000. Participants listed the names of their friends and relatives and told about the frequency of
contacting them. Apart from that, for looking at the disease aggressiveness, the annual medical
charts were assessed. The result found the 1 standard deviation increase in the support of
dependable may lead to decrease in the mortality rate by 1 standard deviation.
Meanwhile another very important study by Osborne et al. (2004) studied the biopsychosocial
factors of breast cancer patients that included the social support, adjustment to cancer, depression
and anxiety. The methodology adopted included Mental Adjustment to Cancer (MAC), Duke-UNC
Functional Social Support (DUFS) and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). They did
the follow-up interviews minimum for about 6.1 years and maximum for 7.9 years. The data was
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collected from the date of registration till the death of patient or the lase follow-up. From the
results, they showed that 29% patients were died while 5% died because of other reasons.
The study finds that fighting spirits of the patient helped to minimize the level of illness and
helped in long survival. Social support, depression and anxiety did not significantly the survival of
the patients. Further, it was noted that leukocyte numbers were weakly associated with depression
and helplessness. As far as the biological factors are concerned, no substantial and considerable
proof of psycho-neuro-immunological was seen between biological factors and psychosocial
factors.
Another important study was conducted by Soler-Vila et al. (2005) who researched about the
curability detection and treatment of cancer keeping the biopsychosocial factors and different
believes about the breast cancer. Among all the selected patients, 90% of the patients were
interviewed during the six months of their diagnosis with the disease while remaining 10% were
conducted within 1 year after the detection of the breast cancer. The information was collected
through white cancer survival study that gather data on the biopsychosocial factors related to the
breast cancer. The study found that at the end of year 2002, breast cancer was the reason of about
66% death.
The last mentioned study was conducted by Graham et al. (2002). They conducted the
research on long standing difficulties and discrete life events associated with the breast cancer.
They collected the data on depression and stressful experience from breast cancer patient through
interviews and also recorded them. The time period for data collection was 18 months that collected
the data from the patients suffered from breast cancer covering the period from 12 month s to 5
years after the detection of breast cancer among them. They adopted the structured clinical
interview protocol. They found that No evidence that women who have a severely stressful life
experience in the year before breast cancer diagnosis, or in the5 years following are at any
increased risk of developing a recurrence of their disease. An episode of depression before
diagnosis did not increase the risk of recurrence (hazard ratio 1.22, CI 0.38 to 3.92, p = 0.7). No
increased risk of recurrence in women who had had one or more severely stressful experiences in
the year before diagnosis compared with women who did not (hazard ratio 1.01, CI
0.58 to 1.74, p = 0.99). In the post-diagnosis period, women who had one or more severely
stressful life experiences had a lower risk or recurrence than those who did not (hazard ratio 0.52,
CI 0.29 to 0.95, p = 0.03)
5. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION
The paper after looking at the biopsychosocial implications related to the breast cancer in
women concludes that if the breast cancer is identified at the early stages, it can give the patient,
great psychological comfort and patient can enjoy a rapid family and social insertion. Contrarily, if
the cancer is detected at the later stages, adjuvant and neo adjuvant therapy, mammary
reconstructions and amputee surgical interventions can leads towards poor life prognosis and other
psychological disability factors like lymphedema. Moreover, expensive and aggressive treatments
will not allow the patient to labor for the longer time and most probably can lead the patient to go
towards the retirement. Consequently, it will decrease the income of the patient that will bring the
other socio-economic issues for the patient. It can be directed that if the breast cancer is detected at
the advanced stages, it not only create the physical distress along with the poor life prognosis and
also an increased economic and psychological burdens. If the young women are taken into
consideration, such issues would have disastrous impact considering their relationship with their
society and family. Considering the results, it can be rightly concluded that if the detection of
cancer is done at the early stages, it helps the patient from socio-economic, psychological and
biological/medical point of view. Unluckily, if it is diagnosed at the advance stages,
Biopsychosocial factors don’t help the patients a lot.
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5.1.

Conclusion
The results of surveying all the available literature depicts that detection of this cancer at
earliest stages is in the benefit of the patient. This benefit is not in case of medical/bio reasons only
but also for socio-economic and psychological perspectives. This paper further finds that if the
cancer diagnosed in the earliest stages, it not only shorten the hospitalized period but also save a
handsome amount of treatment, give satisfactory psychological comforts and a very good life
prognosis that results into a rapid familial and social reintegration. The literature suggests that to
explore the vulnerability to cancer against women, there is a need of better systematic
understanding of the effects of rising up in the family prone to breast cancer. Apart from that there
is an insight need to know the family relationships. Improved methods of risk communication will
also be important, to ensure that women have appropriate risk information with which to make
informed choices about risk management options and preventative interventions.
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